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Next Meeting:
Tuesday, July 19, 6:00pm.
At Bullock’s BBQ 
Program: We have a program we didn’t
get to last month due to time.

Dee, KU4GC, will return to the topic of
RF Safety and make some practical
suggestions on meeting the new FCC
requirements for computing and
documenting your station's compliance. 
A few simple examples  will illustrate
how simple most, if not all, situations
are to run throught the ARRL’s software and to print 
out the simple records showing your work.  (The FCC 
requirements are already in effect for all  new 
antennas and will come into effect in spring of next 
year for existing antennas as well.).  

See you on Tuesday!

President’s Corner 
 I’d like to take this opportunity to revel in my recent 
memories of our Field Day experience! I certainly 
enjoyed it tremendously and appreciated the Lambs’ 
hospitality once again. Field Day was everything I 
hoped it would be. We couldn’t have asked for better 
weather, despite the dire predictions earlier in the 
week. 

Is there anything I would have done differently? I 
would have saved more room for an entire ear of 
Chuck KW4KZ’s corn. All the food was delicious at the
Friday Night Potluck and I just couldn't pack in any 
more. Thanks to all who brought food, whether you 
slaved away in the kitchen or made an expert 
selection at a local eatery. The food and fellowship 
were on point for our kickoff to the weekend’s 
festivities. I’m also thankful for the volunteers who 
made the Saturday evening and Sunday morning food
events happen, because they put a lot of thought and 
work into ensuring we had the tasty fuel to keep on 
going for 24 hours.

I operated entirely on SSB in the accessible garage 
station and that was a lot of fun. When operating 
from home for the past couple of years, we had 
primarily worked digital, so it was nice to brush up 
on my phone skills, as well as work as a team with 
many fine operators. It was even more enjoyable to 
see the crowd of newer hams listening and making 
contacts. I got the impression that everyone had a fun

and exhilarating time. Conditions on the 
air seemed somewhat poor compared to 
previous years, but I think everyone got 
the experiences they needed.

After over 2 ½ years hunkered down 
and even as a shy introvert, it was 
fabulous to sit down with a bunch of 
hams and have random geeky 
conversations. Let’s do it all again next 
year, shall we?

73, Lenore, KF4PAB
DFMA President

DFMA Elections in August
The DFMA annual elections will take place at our 
August meeting.  Meanwhile, the nominating 
committee has talked to several members and has 
come up with the following slate.  The major effort of 
the committee went into finding candidates for slots 
in which there was a vacancy or an incumbent who 
did not wish to serve again.
President:  Lenore Hill, KF4PAB
Vice President: Bob  Cook, W4FK
Treasurer: Jack Hill, KM4MBG
Secretary: Pam Miller, KO4YAR
Repeater Manager: Charlie Durst, NC4CD
Two at Large Board Members (2 year terms):
Karen Snyder, KD4YJZ 
Chuck Anoia, KW4KZ 

The following Board members are going to serve the 
second year of their two-year terms.
Bob Milback, K4VO
Paul Robertson, N2XZF 

Please note that any member can and is encouraged 
to run for any of these positions.  The vote of the club 
members attending the  August meeting will have the
final say.  So, if you would like to nominate anyone or 
nominate yourself, your entry is welcome.  While it is 
ideal that you let someone on the committee know so
that we can be sure we have ballots and related 
materials, you may wait until the last minute and do 
your nominating from the floor during the meeting. 
Lenore, KF4PAB: Wilson, W4BOH and Dee, KU4GC
- Nominating Committee
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The Baofeng GT-5R
My Two Cents

I see two major issues in the Baofeng saga.  One is 
whether it is technically OK and meets the FCC 
requirements.  The other is whether it is “Chinese 
Junk” and not worth buying.  Addressing the first I’ll 
mention the Baofeng models VT-5R and VT-5RA 
(they all look the same except for fairly superficial 
details).  These were apparently approved by the FCC
for commercial use and the sample that the FCC 
tested apparently met all the spurious emissions 
requirements.  Since hams are allowed to adapt and 
or build equipment for their use, they were sold to 
the ham community.  Note that these were “wide 
open” in that they allowed you to transmit well 
outside the US band limits for amateur use.  Hams are
expected to obey the limits, even without physical 
restraints.  I have bought several of these over the 
years and have generally been happy with them.  

Several years ago, QST selected the
VT-5R for their product tests.  They
found that the models they tested
had spurious emissions in excess of
the specified limits in the ham
bands. This suggests that one
should avoid using these HTs in
environments where these spurs
are likely to be harmful or only on
low power. The FCC, however,
made no efforts to halt their sale.
A year or more ago, the model GT-
5R (still looks the same) became
available.  In the January 2022
issue of QST, it confirmed that the
spurious emissions were gone.  I’ve
bought one of these from Amazon.
The price was similar to the earlier
models  -- around $25 each.  (As of
this writing, it was available for $27
while the others, still available, cost
around $25.)

Another difference between the
GT-5R and the VT-5R is that it does enforce ham 
frequency band boundaries for transmission.  For 
some users the VT-5R was popular because it did 
allow transmission out of band.  That may sound 
awful but these users weren’t evil.  For example, they 
wanted to be able to use these HTs  on  the Family 
Radio Service (FRS) channels and that did work.  
However, the FCC does not allow such dual-use 
radios.  Besides, the lowest power setting for the VT-
5R is 1 watt while FRS is limited to 1/2 watt and does

not allow removable antennas.  You can hook your 
HT up to a yagi antenna and get a range vastly 
greater than real FRS radios.  Some people also used 
them at frequencies and in applications reserved for 
the GMR service.  So, I expect sales of these old, 
“open” HTs to continue.  Anyway, the new Baofeng 
GT-5R seems to meet technical objections regarding 
any harmful interference it might cause.

The other issue  is quality.  These probably aren’t the 
most robust of radios and I’ve had some develop 
problems.  I’ve had the microphone fail.  I’ve had the 
speaker fail.  I’ve had the volume control become 
noisy.  After heavy use, I’ve had the letters wear off 
the keys.  I’ve had an antenna fail.  That long list may 
seem to suggest a disaster, but in practice, most work
quite well.  And, to be fair, I had a long line of Yaesu 
HTs before that.  None of them work any more, 
although on average, they did last a bit longer.  (I also
sent in a few for in-warranty repairs - i.e., pretty early
failures.)  But most of the Yaesu radios cost several 

hundred dollars.  I consider the 
Baofengs disposable.

Another issue often mentioned is 
ease of programming.  They are 
harder to program and don’t have 
knowledge of the band plan built 
in.  So you have to know and enter 
the offset direction for repeater 
use.  But most people use the Chirp 
software which allows you to enter 
all of the values in a table and is 
easy to use.  (You do need to buy or
borrow a programming cable.) 
Believing that one should be able to
program your HT “in the field” in 
case of emergencies (or for last 
minute changes), I program them 
by hand.  With practice, it doesn’t 
take all that long.

So, for the ham short on cash, this 
Baofeng is something to be tried.  
Don’t be lured by the other, often 
more expensive, Baogfeng models 
with higher power.  (It’s not clear 

that operating an HT with more than 5 watts next to
your head is all that safe.)  And even if you also  have 
your favorite Japanese branded HT, the Baofengs 
make good backups.  You can afford to keep one in 
each vehicle, etc (as long as you remember to 
recharge it on occasion.)   It allows a new ham to try 
it out with little investment.   I’d also be glad to lend 
one to a newly licensed ham.
73, Dee, KU4GC
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Field Day Prep - Be a SSB Wizard
or Making Contacts @ 100W
The programming for our June meeting was mostly 
about preparing for Field Day.  The highlight of the 
evening was a brief program by Bruce Meier, N1LN 
and Laurie Meier, N1YXU.  They are no
strangers to the DFMA.  The first program
they gave, soon after they moved to this area
from Texas, was essentially a report on the
ARES work they did there in support of 2005
Hurricane Katrina Relief.  You may
remember that many of the “refugees” from
that event were temporarily housed in Texas.
Bruce did another program on the ARRL’s
Logbook of the World (LoTW). But one of
their many claims to fame is that they are
world class contesters.  Laurie and Bruce
know all there is to know about making
contacts, as efficiently as possible.

Bruce led  off, pointing out that at 100 watts
both strategies, search and pounce” (S&P)
and running are possible and desirable   (At 5
watts or QRP,  as was our practice in 2019
and before, running was unlikely to be
fruitful.)  He then addressed S&P considerations.  

Timing can be crucial.

Next Laurie covered running (calling CQ).  The 
important thing to remember is that you are in 
charge and can set the pace.  In pileups, take the 
strongest stations first.  Work with partial callsigns to
thin things out.  She also addressed locating a 
frequency to run at and the courtesy of asking “Is this 
frequency in use?”  Finally, a wonderful recording of 
Laurie running at a NC QSO party illustrated how to 

calmly and firmly stay in control and make lots of 
contacts.  She also stressed “Having Fun.”

73, Dee, KU4GC

Field Day Fun and Thanks!

Lenore, our president, already gave her positive 
impressions of last month’s Field Day.  I heartily 
concur.  I do want to make a few comments from my 
perspective and to include a few pictures.

In contrast to 2019, the setup was much “tamer”, 
when we erected several towers, which is always 
exciting and a challenge to keep safe.  Since we were 
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Bruce, N1XPB, on Effectrive Search & Pounce

Wilson, W4BOH (our host - standing) relaxes  with friends
after the Potluck (Courtesy of KR3AM)

Ben, KO4BHX and Pam, KO4YAR observe
W4BOH operating CW in the MCU   
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operating as a “home” station with six transmitters (6
D), setup could be spread out over a couple of days 
and some of Wilson’s (W4BOH) pre-existing 
antennas could also be used.  Due to Covid and some 
key absences, the overall operation and number of 
participants was smaller.

As in previous years, the DFMA’s Mobile
Communications Unit (MCU) was used to
house CW operations.  But in past years
there were three or even four CW stations
operating there.  This year there was only
one and Wilson was probably lonely at
times.  Some of our key CW operators were
not able to participate.  Also missing this
year was the “Field Day Hilton” Steve’s
(W3AHL) mobile home which used to be a
place to relax in air-conditioned luxury.

Most of what I’ve said above could be taken
as somewhat negative.  To round that out,
band conditions were far from ideal.  On
some bands even at 100 watts, contacts
were not assured, and often little of interest
was even heard.  But, overall, Field Day was
great!

It was wonderful to be able to work with
other people again. I had missed the
company, discussions, and general
comradery. Setup, though much subdued as
mentioned before, did allow some of the
first time Field Day participants to see how
antennas and stations could be made ready

for the “contest”.   Actual operations brought people 
together in small groups, often pairing off for actual 
operating and logging.  By starting with logging, 
newcomers were able to ease into actually getting on 
the air.  

From a social side, though, the real stars 
were the meals where everyone got together 
and as a bonus got to really meet some 
people for the first time.  As usual, the winner
was the Friday potluck.  Food was great and 
the addition of spouses and other family 
members added to the festive atmosphere.  
Many thanks to John, KM4MDR, who again 
orchestrated the whole event and took care 
of the many logistical requirements.  Wilson 
again provided his super pork bbq.  Thanks 
to everyone who helped with the potluck.

The two other meals were also a great 
success.  Again, John did the brunt of the 
work with much help from his XYL, Joan.  
Kadar, KS4DOW and Peter, KM4DNU assisted
with the cooking.  Behind the scenes we are 
indebted to Jean (KR4UB XYL) who 
purchased almost all of the food and did a lot 
of the food prep work and Karen, KD4YJZ 
who faithfully kept the coffee flowing on 
Sunday.  It is hard to overstate the value of 
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W4BOH checks to see if hot dog prepared by Chef John,
KM4MDR, is safe to eat while KU4GC looks on. 

(Courtesy of KR3AM)

Aurora, KN4VXB works on the connection of the beam
antenna to Steve, W3AHL's mobile tower while Paul,

KX4GP steadies the ladder
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these two meals, providing a break from operating 
and, again, getting people together.  Thanks to all.

Since I was also somewhat involved with the meals, I 
did not get to operate as much as I had hoped, but he 
location of the two stations in the garage was great 
from that perspective.  Even though it was the only 
operating site that was not air-conditioned, the 
weather was kind and we were quite comfortable.  I 
did get to do some logging and SSB operating.  All in 
all, this was another great Field Day.  Thank you 
Wilson Lamb and your extended family for doing so 
much to make this possible.

73, Dee, KU4GC (note: more FD pix at the end)

Antennas for Everyone
- Max, KO4TV  (From the 
October 1997 DFMA Link) 
(Below is a copy of Max’s article on
building your own antenna tuner. 
More reprints of Max’s articles are
planned for future editions of the Link.
- Dee, KU4GC, editor)

The S.P.C. Tuner for a
Center-Fed Doublet
This is a very versatile tuner which
will match almost any transceiver to
almost any antenna. Its name, S.P.C.,
stands for “Series-Parallel Capacitor”. It has very 
good harmonic suppression to prevent television 
interference. It can be built on a wooden 
“breadboard” or on a metal chassis, and either left 
open or enclosed in a cabinet. If left open, be aware 
that there will be high levels of RF energy present, 
which may cause some nasty shocks! Roller inductors
for L-1 can often be found at hamfest flea markets at 
very reasonable prices. They are also available new 
from Ten-Tec, MFJ, or others at somewhat higher 
prices. The capacitors can be scrounged from old 
broadcast receivers, the older the better. Both must 
be mounted insulated from ground, and the shafts 
should be equipped with insulated couplings or 
insulated shafts. Knobs should be as big as possible 
for easy tuning, or preferably a reduction vernier 
drive should be used. The Balun Coil, L-2, is wound 
on a 4" piece of 3/4 inch PVC pipe, which actually 
measures about 1 inch outside diameter. Screw 
terminals can be made from 1/2 inch 4-40 or 6-32 
bolts and nuts. The wires must be close-wound. 
When completed, attach a jumper from “A” to “B”. 
This will be the ground point. If you wish to use coax 
feed to a resonant antenna, connect the coax directly 

to J-2. It is not recommended that you use coax feed 
to an all-band antenna, as the feed line losses will be 
very high on certain frequencies. For a balanced 
(ladder-line or twin-lead) antenna, jumper BP-1 to 
BP-2 and connect one side of the feed-line to this 
point. Connect the other side of the feed-line to BP3. 
For a single wire antenna, connect the feed-line to 
BP-1, and connect a GOOD ground to the transceiver. 
Insert an SWR meter between J-1 and your 
transceiver, and tune for minimum SWR. With a 
center-fed antenna about 135 feet long, this unit will 
provide a perfect 1:1 SWR match at any frequency 
from 3.5 MHz to 30 MHz.  If you wish to get fancy, you
can include a switch for selecting other antennas in

the same cabinet. Also, you might want to build in an 
SWR meter or reflectometer unit. Plans for this are in 
most all amateur handbooks. The antenna described 
in the last issue of THE LINK, when used with this 
tuner, has resulted in contacts world-wide, from
Tasmania to Spitzbergen, Antarctica to Siberia, 
Rotuma and Vanuatu to Seychelles, running output 
power levels from 15 to 100 watts, never higher. This
tuner also performs exceptionally well with a 270 
foot horizontal loop, mounted only 10 or 12 feet 
above ground. To use an old Ham expression, it will 
literally “load a wet clothes-line or set of bedsprings”!
Good luck, happy constructing, and 73 ‘till next time.

Parts List - SPC Tuner
J-1, J2: female coax jack
C-1: 150 to 350 pF variable capacitor
C-2: dual 350 pf variable capacitor t
(Both capacitors may be used broadcast receiver 
units if transmitter power is 100 watts or less.)
L-1: Roller inductor, about 26 turns. If not available, a
coil may be wound on 2" PVC pipe form, with taps 
brought out  for a 12 position  switch. Taps must be 
determined experimentally for best SWR match.
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L-2: 4:1 balun coil. 12 turns
#14 enameled wire wound on
a 4" form made from 3/4"
PVC Pipe (Actual outside
diameter about 1 inch.)
BP-1,2,3: Binding posts. Must
be insulated from chassis.

Construction Notes:
Unit may be built
breadboard-fashion on a
block of wood about 8x12
inches, with a panel made of
1/8 inch tempered Masonite
or aluminum. It may also be
built in a metal cabinet,
provided you leave at least 2
inches between the parts and
the cabinet. If you use a hand-
wound coil for L-1, the PVC
Stock size is 1 1/2 inch pipe,
which actually measures
about 2 inches outside
diameter.
For a coax fed antenna, use J-2 for output. For a 
balanced line, jumper BP-1 to BP-2, connect feed line 
to BP-2 and BP-3.

73, KO4TV Max

Durham FM
Association (DFMA)
Club Meeting Minutes 
12/7/21 (Pending)

Durham FM
Association (DFMA)
Minutes of DFMA General
Membership Meetiing
01 MAR 2022  (Pending)

Durham FM
Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Meeting – 19APR2022  edits ku4gc

The meeting was called to order at 1906 EDT by 
President Lenore, KF4PAB

Those attending:
Lenore, KF4PAB
Charlie, NC4CD
Bob, KO4SZE
boB, K4VO    
Dan, KR4UB    

Jack, KM4MBG    
Karen, KD4YJZ    
Dave, W4SAR    
Paul, N2XZF    
Chuck, KW4KZ
Dee, KU4GC

On a motion by Jack, KM4MBG, and seconded by
Karen, KD4YJZ, the minutes of the 26MAR2022 
Board and the 05APR2022 Membership 
Meeting were approved.

Minutes of the 01MAR2022 Membership were 
unavailable at this time.

VICE-PRESIDENT’s Report
Kadar, KS4DOW, absent due to work related 
issues.
There were many suggestions for upcoming 
programs to include electric cars, cell networks 
(4g vs 5g). Lenore will follow up.

SECRETARY’S Report - Bob, KO4SZE
Other than searching for the 01Mar2022 
Membership Meeting minutes, no other special 

activities are scheduled.

TREASURER’S Report - Jack, KM4MBG
Balances remain the same.
Additional paperwork involving the switching of 
banks is being completed.

REPEATER MANAGER’S Report - 
Charlie, NC4CD
The 224.26 Repeater Power Amplifier 
has been returned from the factory and 
installation is being scheduled.  There 
still seem to be problems with the 220 
repeater and unexpected shutdowns. 
There are no other service issues to 
report.

The topographical repeater map for 225
and 450 are in progress.

The Thursday night net has no active 
control assigned. Lenore will talk to JR 

about getting more net controls signed up.

HAMFEST REPORT – Dee, KU4GC
In spite of our best efforts, a location for Hamfest has 
not yet been secured. After much discussion a motion
was presented by Charlie, NC4CD and seconded by 
Bob, KO4SZE to move this event to a later date in the 
Fall (TBD). The motion passed on a unanimous voice 
vote.

FIELD DAY Report – Dave, W4SAR
Field Day will occur on the following schedule:
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Welcome to our New
Members

Robert Carr, KD8FQM, Stem

Dan Banerjee, KC4WVP, Durham

Say Hello if you should run into
them.

DFMA Bob Count
= 5 =
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Thursday - some setup
Friday - Main setup work session including eating 
some lunch.
Friday Evening - Pot Luck Dinner - spouses, SOs, etc 
invited.
Saturday: Last minute setup ...    Begin operation at 
2:00pm
Sunday – Operation ends at 2:00pm  ...  Breakdown 
begins
More details to follow later.

In order to cover incidental expenses for this and 
future Field Days, Bob, KO4SZE moved and Charlie, 
NC4CD, seconded a motion to allow a budget of $500 
each year before having to seek additional 
funds/approval from the board. The motion passed 
on a unanimous voice vote.

There being no further business the meeting was 
adjourned at 2024 EDT.

Respectfully submitted,

Bob, KO4SZE, Secretary (some final edits by 
KU4GC)

Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Meeting –  5/17/22 - notes by KU4GC

Location:  Big Blue Button Video Conference

Attending: 
Lenore, KF4PAB - President; 
Jack, KM4MBG - Treasurer;
Charlie, NC4CD - Repeater Mgr;
Paul, N2XZF - At-Large Board Member ;
Chuck, KW4KZ - At-Large Board Member ; 
Dee, KU4GC - DurHamFest chair & Link Editor;
Dave, W4SAR - Field Day Coordinator; 
Karen, KD4YJZ - At-Large Board Member:
Wilson, W4BOH - MCU Manager 
Absent:
Bob, K4VO At-Large Board Member ;  
Bob, KO4SZE - Secretary;
Kadar, KS4DOW - Vice President

President - Lenore, KF4PAB called the meeting to 
order at 7:10pm and asked for approval of Board 
Minutes from 4/19/22 and the Meeting Minutes from
5/3/22.  Several members said they had seen the 
original draft of the Board minutes but had never 
seen the updated version.  An updated version will be
circulated. The approval of the 5/3 meeting minutes 
was unanimous. She then called for officer reports.

Next two agenda items were brought up and 
discussed.  Jack, KM4MBG reported that we had been 
locked out of our PO Box..  Actually going to the post 

office revealed it had been reassigned.   He had to go 
back the next Monday when “The” person who deals 
with the boxes would be in.  There he was told the 
account had been closed two years ago.  (Of course 
we have been picking up our mail all that time, but 
did not receive a bill.)  He had also called the 800 
number back in early March to set up some email 
control and was told that the person who opened the 
account (?) would have to be involved.  There seems 
to be a lot of finger pointing but no definitive reason 
or direction.  He will continue to interact with the PO 
to see what can be done. (Jack also noted that rental 
rates had recently skyrocketed to $160/year.)

The next item was the discussion of the program for 
the June meeting.  To the best of everyone’s 
knowledge, it  was all OK, but Bob, K4VO who had set 
this up was absent.  More generally, it seems that 
Kadar, our vice president, had indicated that he 
doesn't want to coordinate meetings and would like 
to delegate that.  Finding programs can be done by 
multiple people, but one person must coordinate.  
Future discussion is needed.  There was a question 
about more Show and Tell at meetings.  Lenore 
reported that that was requested for the last two 
meetings, but no one had come with anything to 
present.  No specific action was offered or planned.

OFFICER REPORTS

Vice President - Kadar, KS4DOW did not attend. 

Treasurer - Jack, KM4MBG  reported
Checking balances at the beginning of the month.  He 
also reported that the move to the Latino Credit 
Union was moving forward.  Last week, with all of the
required signatures and paperwork he turned in the 
request for an account
as a nonprofit organization.  They will get back to us 
when it clears to actually open an account, deposit 
funds, etc.

Secretary - Bob, KO4SZE was not able to attend due 
to a previous engagement.

Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD  reported that 
the antenna for the 220 repeater was moved from 
160’ to 180’.  The 220’s power amp seemed to be 
working OK.  While at the Hillsborough site, he noted 
that the 225’s power amp seemed to be barely 
working, so he took it out for Paul, N2XZF to look at.  
The 225 is limping along with 14 Watts.  Wilson 
asked about the 225 - 450 linking which seemed to 
seldom work.  Charlie said he would give that his 
attention.

DurHamFest Chair - Dee, KU4GC had nothing new to
report. 
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Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR reported that 
planning was moving along for this year.  It now 
looked like we would operate a 6D operation.  This 
means a “home” operation  using commercial power 
and up to six simultaneous transmitters.  The D 
designation allows us to use some of Wilson’s 
existing antennas.  (As in the past Wilson and Dee 
Anne Lamb are offering their property for this 
operation.)  The usual Friday potluck is planned 
(with John, KM4MDR coordinating).  The usual two 
meals during operations on Saturday and Sunday are 
also being planned.

Other Discussion Items:

Election of Officers in August
Lenore felt it was time to think about the next DFMA 
election.  She felt we needed a nominating committee 
to find good candidates.  Dee, KU4GC; Wilson, 
W4BOH; and Lenore will serve in this capacity.  A 
quick poll of the attendees indicated that KM4MBG, 
NC4CD; and at large members KD4YJZ and KW4KZ 
would all run again.  KF4PAB was unsure.  At large 
members K4VO and N2XZF will serve the 2nd of their
two year terms.

Field Day RF Safety
Dee noted that last September, Chuck Till, N4RGN 
gave an excellent program on the RF Safety 
Requirements that the FCC says that hams must now 
also meet and that each ham must evaluate their site. 
Existing antenna installations have until March 2023 
to comply but any new antennas require a current 
safety evaluation.  This would seem to apply to any 
antennas that we set up for Field Day.  It was 
suggested we find out what RARS is doing this year.  
Chuck, KW4KZ will contact Chuck, N4RGN to see if he
knows what is going on there.  Dee will go over the 
notes to see what we would have to do.

Miscellaneous
Lenore reported that JR, N4JQR had declined to take 
on the role of net manager, specifically for the 
Thursday night net.  Volunteers are welcome. This 
role would be to coordinate net controls for that net, 
not necessarily be the actual net control for any of the
open slots. The search for someone to fill this 
position will continue.

Wilson asked for any promised coolers and 
refrigerators for FD be delivered.

Jack noted that Bullock’s will close for two weeks 
early in July.  Will we meet on the third Tuesday that 
month as we have in past years?  There were no 
objections.

Dave, W4SAR announced  that there would be a VE 
season on Saturday (5/21) at the Efland Bahai Center
at 10am.

A motion was made and passed to adjourn the 
meeting at 8 pm.

Durham FM Association (DFMA) 
DFMA Club Meeting  6/7/22 - notes by KU4GC  
Location: Bullock’s BBQ, and Live Streaming 

Attending 
(In Person): Jack, KM4MBG; Dee, KU4GC; Lenore, 
KF4PAB;  Dewey, WA4AHR; Paul, N2XZF; Pat, 
KO4QLU; Bruce, N1LN; Laurie, N1XPB; Dan, KR4UB; 
Wilson, W4BOH; Banks, W4OFZ; Bob, W4FK; Dave, 
NA4VY; Dave, W4SAR; Karen,KD4YJZ; Henry, 
WB4ROI; Pam, KO4YAR; Van, N4ERM; John Book; 
Robert, KD8FQM; Charlie, NC4CD; Bob, KF4NTC & 
Renu; Chuck, KW4KZ; Wally, WA4UJM
(Live Stream check in): Bob, K4VO; JR, N4JQR

A total of 27 attended, 25 of them  hams.

President - Lenore, KF4PAB called the meeting to 
order at 7:10pm.  

Before formalities started, Dee, KU4GC, asked if 
anyone was ready to sign up and possibly pay for 
Field Day meals.  Signup slips were distributed (and 
money later collected).

Lenore started the meeting by asking the first time 
attendees to do a somewhat extended self-
introduction.  Newer attendees included John Book, 
who hasn’t gotten his license yet and Bob Carr, 
KD8FQM.  After these extended introductions, the 
normal self-introductions of all present were done.

She also reported that Bob, KO4SZV, had resigned 
from the Secretary position.  His son has developed 
very serious medical problems, so Bob and his wife 
have had to go and help out with the grandchildren.  
We all wish them well.

REPORTS

Vice President – Kadar, KS4DOW was not present.

Treasurer – Jack, KM4MBG reported that the 
transfer of the Club’s funds to the Latino Credit Union
is in progress and we have already earned 16 cents of
interest.  We were getting none at Bank of America.  
We have also lost our Post Office Box.  The Post 
Office’s explanation of the chain of events doesn’t 
make any sense, but the box has a new owner.   The 
Board has not yet decided what to do, but for now 
mail dues directly to Jack (his address is in the DFMA 
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Directory; if you do not have one, contact him by 
email and he will provide it.)  You can also pay 
through PayPal on-line.  Other matters should be 
handled by email or phone.

Secretary  – Bob, KO4SZV (see above)

Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported that 
he had found that the PA for the 147.225 in 
Hillsborough was barely providing gain.  He removed 
it; Paul, N2XZF, repaired it; and it is now back in 
proper operation.  The rest of the repeaters are 
working as expected.

Hamfest Chair - Dee, KU4GC: no report.

Field Day Coordinator & VE  Liaison - Dave, 
W4SAR. Since Dave was scheduled to do a 
presentation on Field Day, Lenore asked him to 
include his report with that.

Door Prizes:
Bruce, N1LN, won a set of connector pin extractors;  
Van, N4ERM, won an LED light and  Pam, KO4YAR, 
won a “DFMA” flashlight.

PROGRAM
The plan was to have three “short” programs.  When, 
after two presentations, it seemed rather late, it was 
decided to postpone Dee’s “Practical RF Safety 
Evaluation”, to a future meeting.

Field Day 2022, Dave W4SAR
(In his capacity as VE Liaison, Dave first announced 
that there will be another Saturday VE test session 
this summer, but the date has not yet been set.  Next 
year he plans to have the regular Saturday schedule 
in place.)

Field Day (the fourth full weekend in June) will be 
from 2pm Saturday June 25th to 2pm Sunday, June 
26th with most Setup done on Friday, June 24th with 
a potluck dinner that evening.  This differs from 
previous OCRA-DFMA Field Days in several ways.  We
will be going from QRP (5 watts max) to 100 watts, 
that will cost us on the point multiplier but should 
yield many more contacts.  Also, instead of operating 
the rigs on batteries, we will use commercial power.   
Our Field Day (emergency exercise packaged as a 
contest) operation will have the classification of 6 D.  
This will technically be a “home station” with up to 
six HF transmitters on the air simultaneously.  The 
home station category allows us to use existing 
antennas (as well as new ones) and is more flexible 
with respect to setup restrictions.  Also, not all of the 
bonus point options available before  are available 
here.  The six stations are planned to be: 1 CW station
located in the DFMA MCU; 2 stations in Wilson’s 

garage - one digital and one SSB.  These stations are 
“accessible” and do not require using stairs.  2 
stations are to operate in Chris’s (K4OGP)  barn, both 
HF and VHF; and one station will run in Joe’s (K4SAR)
camper.

One nice thing about Field Day is that since there will 
be many Extra Class operators “supervising”, even 
hams with Technician Class  licenses  can operate 
(and even non-licensed operators are legal - try it 
out). More than in previous years, we want people to 
have fun rather than worry about every last possible 
point.  It is meant to be “New Ham Friendly”.

As with all DFMA and OCRA in-person events, 
participants must be fully vaccinated for Covid 19.  
(Like last year, you do have the option of working at 
home and contributing to the club score.)
 

Making Contacts @ 100W, Bruce, N1LN and Laurie, 
N1YXU
Bruce led  off, pointing out that at 100 watts both 
strategies, “search and pounce”  (S&P) and “running” 
are possible and desirable   (At 5 watts,  running was 
unlikely to be fruitful.)  He then addressed S&P 
considerations.  Timing can be crucial.

Next Laurie covered running (calling CQ).  The 
important thing to remember is that you are in 
charge and can set the pace.  In pileups, take the 
strongest stations first.  Work with partial callsigns to
thin things out.  She also addressed locating a 
frequency to run at and the courtesy of asking “Is this
frequency in use?”  Finally, a wonderful recording of 
Laurie running at a NC QSO party illustrated how to 
calmly and firmly stay in control and make lots of 
contacts.  She also stressed “Having Fun.”

Bruce then illustrated logging with the audience 
responding to CQ in a simulated pile-up.

Closing Announcement
Dee, KU4GC reminded folks that Bullock’s was closed 
for two weeks each July and that our next meeting 
was on the third (rather than the first) Tuesday of the
month: July 19.

There being no other business, the meeting was 
adjourned at 8:20pm.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Rohn 25 tower sections
I'm posting this for a friend.
"For sale are sixteen 10 foot tower sections that
are used and recently removed professionally,
without damage, by crane . The Rohn 25 tower was
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installed around 1988 but is in good shape with only
some surface rust on a few sections; most are clean
with no rust. One section is an antenna mount.
I can send pictures or arrange for an appointment
for inspection. Local delivery is possible for no extra
charge. Price is currently: make an offer. If needed, I
am willing to sell sections individually."
Please contact me by email: ku4gc@amsat.org
73, Dee, KU4GC

Wilson, W4BOH is selling some equipment donated 
to OCRA.  What remains is a:
Kenwood TS-850 Transceiver

Please contact Wilson, W4BOH by email: 
infomet@embarqmail.com 
to get more information.
73, Dee, KU4GC

Do you have something that you need or 
something you want to get rid of? There’s this spot 
in The Link set aside just for you. Just email the 
appropriate info to ku4gc@amsat.org and it will be 
included with the next issue. Make sure to include 
contact info.

Web Site: dfma.org

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
More Field Day Pictures

More Field Day 2022 Pix
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Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
7/11 OCRA Efland Bahai Center, 7:30pm
7/18 DFMA Board Meeting, video 7pm
7/19 DFMA Meeting, Bullock's BBQ, 6pm
8/02 DFMA Meeting, Bullock's BBQ, 6pm  

73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
Lenore, KF4PAB, Proofreader

Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting

(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)
© Copyright 2022, Durham FM Association, Inc.

Dave, W4SAR and Wilson, W4BOH get BBQ
ready to serve (Courtesy of KR3AM)

Steve, W3AHL and Dave, W4SAR attach
radials to the 40m vertical

W3AHL mobile tower rising up
 (Courtesy of KR3AM)

ku4gc@amsat.org
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Dee, KU4GC teaching Baofeng
Programming class (Courtsey of KR3AM) Wilson gives the Land of Magic tour to

Aurora, KN4VXB and Bob, W4FK 
(Courtesy of KR3AM)

John, KM4MDR cleaning up after another
meal (Courtesy of KR3AM)

A Pair of Pairs: W4WAR+KR3AM digital,
KF4PAB+KM4MBG ssb

Saturday Evening Dinner (Courtesy of KR3AM)
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Dewey, WA4AHR and Chuck, KW4KZ relax
after the Potluck Lenore, KF4PAB and Dee, KU4GC operate

ssb while Dave, W4SAR operates digital
(Courtesy of KR3AM)


